
SUSTAINABLE SMALL-CAP CORE REVIEW AND OUTLOOK
First Quarter 2022

The information provided is not intended to be and should not be considered to be a recommendation or suggestion to engage in or refrain from a particular course of action or to make or hold a particular investment or pursue a 
particular investment strategy, including whether or not to buy, sell, or hold any of the securities mentioned.  It should not be assumed that investments in such securities have been or will be profitable. Please see the Brown Advisory 
the end of this presentation for important disclosures and a complete list of terms of definitions.

The Brown Advisory Sustainable Small-Cap Core strategy 
leverages proprietary fundamental and environmental, social and 
governance research to pursue attractive investment returns. The 
strategy’s investment approach seeks outperformance vs. its 
benchmark, the Russell 2000® Index, through a concentrated, 
low-turnover portfolio of companies with best-in-breed business 
models, attractive valuations, and strong or improving sustainable 
drivers that stem from a company’s products, services or 
operations. 
During the difficult first quarter of 2022, the strategy declined in 
value and modestly underperformed its benchmark. Sector 
rotation was a key driver for results, given our underweight in the 
energy sector which surged during the period. The intersection of 
the pandemic, the war in Ukraine, and a robust U.S. economy 
threatened by inflation have created an extremely complex 
market environment, but we see both challenges and 
opportunities ahead in 2022. 
As noted, our lack of meaningful energy exposure (stemming 
from heightened ESG risks in the sector and limited sustainable 
drivers in fossil fuel production) drove the majority of Q1 
underperformance. Several of our industrial names such as Azek
and IAA also experienced weakness, discussed later in this 
report. Performance within financial services (led by Eastern 
Bancshares) and health care (powered by HealthEquity) helped 

buoy results during the quarter. 
For the remainder of the year, it is likely we will be grappling with 
a confluence of uncertain situations, the outcome of which will  
inevitably shape market performance in the near term and 
economic conditions over the longer term. During such periods, 
we aim to stay focused on the things we can control: the diligence 
of our research, the communication across our investment team, 
and the adherence to a long-term investment horizon that can 
help us ride out interim volatility.  Amidst the market’s turmoil, we 
remain guided by individual company analysis and bottom-up 
portfolio construction.



SECTOR DIVERSIFICATION

Source: FactSet®. The information provided in this material is not intended to be and should not be considered to be a recommendation or suggestion to engage in or refrain from a particular course of 
action or to make or hold a particular investment or pursue a particular investment strategy, including whether or not to buy, sell, or hold any of the securities mentioned. It should not be assumed that 
investments in such securities have been or will be profitable. The portfolio information provided is based on a Representative Sustainable Small-Cap Core Account and is provided as Supplemental 
Information. Sector diversification excludes cash and cash equivalents. Sectors are based on the Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS®) classification system. Please see disclosure statements 
at the end of this presentation for additional information and for a complete list of terms and definitions.
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(%)

Q1‘22 Q1‘22 Q1‘22 Q4’21 Q1’21

Communication 
Services 3.30 3.07 0.23 3.53 2.96

Consumer 
Discretionary 8.88 10.51 -1.63 8.82 9.49

Consumer Staples 3.74 3.45 0.29 3.32 6.11

Energy -- 6.38 -6.38 -- --

Financials 18.06 15.98 2.08 16.84 18.51

Health Care 16.09 16.36 -0.27 15.52 13.07

Industrials 17.98 14.77 3.21 19.38 19.12

Information 
Technology 21.99 14.49 7.50 22.00 25.84

Materials 3.87 4.12 -0.25 3.82 --

Real Estate 6.10 7.89 -1.79 6.76 4.88

Utilities -- 2.99 -2.99 -- --

First Quarter 2022

 We seek low tracking error vs. our benchmark,  
while seeking to drive outperformance through our 
stock selection. As a result, we do not expect 
meaningful divergence between sector weights in 
the portfolio and those in the benchmark. 

 The mild exceptions to this rule have been the 
energy and utilities sectors, where we have 
generally tilted away from heavy hydrocarbon 
producers and consumers, typically in the energy 
and utilities sectors. We attempt to offset those 
underweights (~6.38% and ~2.99%, respectively) 
with specific investments in other sectors 
(industrials or technology companies, for example) 
with strong exposure to energy end-markets.



ATTRIBUTION DETAIL BY SECTOR

Source: FactSet. The information provided in this material is not intended to be and should not be considered to be a recommendation or suggestion to engage in or refrain from a particular course of action or to make or hold a 
particular investment or pursue a particular investment strategy, including whether or not to buy, sell, or hold any of the securities mentioned. It should not be assumed that investments in such securities have been or will be 
profitable. Total portfolio return figures provided above reflect the sum of the returns of the equity holdings in the representative account portfolio due to price movements and dividend payments or other sources of income and 
exclude cash. The portfolio information provided is based on a Representative Sustainable Small-Cap Core Account and is provided as Supplemental Information. Sectors are based on the Global Industry Classification Standard 
(GICS) classification system. Sector attribution excludes cash and cash equivalents. Please see disclosure statements at the end of this presentation for additional information and for a complete list of terms and definitions.

REPRESENTATIVE
SUSTAINABLE SMALL-CAP CORE 

ACCOUNT
RUSSELL 2000® INDEX ATTRIBUTION ANALYSIS

GICS SECTOR
AVERAGE 

WEIGHT (%) RETURN (%)
AVERAGE

WEIGHT (%) RETURN (%)
ALLOCATION 
EFFECT (%)

SELECTION & 
INTERACTION 
EFFECT (%)

TOTAL 
EFFECT (%)

Communication Services 3.52 1.58 2.93 -3.97 0.02 0.24 0.26

Consumer Discretionary 8.90 -11.40 11.27 -16.90 0.23 0.49 0.73

Consumer Staples 3.60 1.41 3.43 -6.28 -0.02 0.27 0.25

Energy -- -- 5.38 42.92 -2.07 -- -2.07

Financials 18.61 -1.86 16.86 -7.06 -0.03 0.92 0.89

Health Care 15.27 -10.06 16.34 -14.08 0.16 0.60 0.76

Industrials 18.35 -17.67 14.69 -6.18 0.04 -2.20 -2.15

Information Technology 21.64 -12.37 14.52 -14.21 -0.45 0.38 -0.07

Materials 3.94 -14.36 4.12 -1.03 -0.01 -0.52 -0.53

Real Estate 6.18 -11.42 7.63 -4.24 -0.05 -0.45 -0.50

Utilities -- -- 2.82 3.19 -0.28 -- -0.28

Total 100.00 -10.23 100.00 -7.53 -2.44 -0.26 -2.70

First Quarter 2022



TOP FIVE CONTRIBUTORS TO RETURN

Source: FactSet. The information provided in this material is not intended to be and should not be considered to be a recommendation or suggestion to engage in or refrain from a particular course of action or to make or hold a 
particular investment or pursue a particular investment strategy, including whether or not to buy, sell, or hold any of the securities mentioned. It should not be assumed that investments in such securities have been or will be 
profitable. It should not be assumed that investments in such securities have been or will be profitable. References to specific securities are for illustrative purposes only and do not represent all of the securities purchased, sold or 
recommended for advisory clients. The portfolio information provided is based on a Representative Sustainable Small-Cap Core Account and is provided as supplemental information. Top five contributors exclude cash and cash 
equivalents. The security returns listed represent the period of when the security was held during the quarter. Contribution to return is calculated by multiplying a security’s beginning weight in the portfolio by the security’s return on a 
daily basis, and geometrically linking the return for the reporting period. Please see disclosure statements at the end of this presentation for additional information and for a complete list of terms and definitions.

NAME DESCRIPTION
AVERAGE 

WEIGHT (%) RETURN (%)
CONTRIBUTION 
TO RETURN (%)

HQY HealthEquity Inc A leading administrator of Health Savings Accounts 
and other consumer-directed benefits 1.48 52.44 0.63

NXST Nexstar Media Group, Inc. Class A Provides television broadcasting services 2.50 25.22 0.55

WEX WEX Inc. Provides payment processing and information 
management services 1.59 27.11 0.35

SFM Sprouts Farmers Markets, Inc. Operates a network of food retail stores 2.84 7.75 0.20

EBC Eastern Bankshares, Inc. Operates as a banking holding company whose 
subsidiaries provide banking services 3.03 7.28 0.19

First Quarter 2022 Representative Sustainable Small-Cap Core Account Top Five Contributors

 HealthEquity’s Q1 performance was strong; account growth continued at a double-digit pace, and its commuter business—a drag on results throughout the 
pandemic—is poised to see improving fortunes this year, in our view. 

 Shares of Nexstar rose on strong earnings results. Nexstar was trading at a 15-20% free cash flow yield at quarter’s end, and we like the trajectory of free cash 
flow generation over the next few years driven by political advertising cycles and upcoming step-ups in retransmission fees paid from cable operators to 
Nexstar. While the audience for the company's new NewsNation network is still modest, it is one of the fastest-growing cable news networks in the U.S., and its 
growth is often attributed to Nexstar's focus on unbiased and fact-based news. From a governance perspective, we were pleased to see the company formally 
eliminate Class B and Class C common stock classes during the quarter. 

 WEX benefitted from a strong outlook for 2022 along with rising fuel costs, which benefit its fleet segment's earnings stream.

 Sprouts beat sales expectations; traffic has improved, and its gross margins were higher during the quarter than before the pandemic despite inflationary 
pressures. The company noted how important organic foods have become to its success, representing approximately 25% of revenue in 2021. Improved 
distribution capabilities are also helping Sprouts entrench itself as a leading provider of affordable local foods. 

 Eastern Bancshares performed well as the company has finally begun to return capital and achieve operating leverage now that its acquisition of Century 
Bancorp is complete. Additionally, Eastern’s stock has benefited from a higher interest rate outlook, and we think its highly attractive deposit franchise could 
see a greater benefit from rising interest rates than most peer banks. Eastern’s community presence is one of the bank’s strengths, in our view, and it has been 
the top SBA lender in Massachusetts for thirteen consecutive years.



BOTTOM FIVE CONTRIBUTORS TO RETURN

Source: FactSet. The information provided in this material is not intended to be and should not be considered to be a recommendation or suggestion to engage in or refrain from a particular course of action or to make or hold a 
particular investment or pursue a particular investment strategy, including whether or not to buy, sell, or hold any of the securities mentioned. It should not be assumed that investments in such securities have been or will be 
profitable. It should not be assumed that investments in such securities have been or will be profitable. References to specific securities are for illustrative purposes only and do not represent all of the securities purchased, sold or 
recommended for advisory clients. The portfolio information provided is based on a Representative Sustainable Small-Cap Core Account and is provided as Supplemental Information. Bottom five contributors exclude cash and cash 
equivalents. The security returns listed represent the period of when the security was held during the quarter. Contribution to return is calculated by multiplying a security’s beginning weight in the portfolio by the security’s return on a 
daily basis, and geometrically linking the return for the reporting period. Please see disclosure statements at the end of this presentation for additional information and for a complete list of terms and definitions.

NAME DESCRIPTION
AVERAGE 

WEIGHT (%) RETURN (%)
CONTRIBUTION 
TO RETURN (%)

AZEK AZEK Company Inc Class A Manufactures building products 1.76 -46.28 -1.13

BLD TopBuild Corp. Provides installation services and distributes insulation 
products 1.40 -34.26 -0.55

FSS Federal Signal Corporation Designs and manufactures products and solutions of 
safety and security systems 2.05 -22.13 -0.52

AVDX AvidXchange Holdings, Inc. Provides accounts payable automation software and 
payment solutions 0.81 -46.55 -0.51

IAA IAA, Inc. Provides salvage auto parts and automobile auction 
services 2.02 -24.32 -0.51

First Quarter 2022 Representative Sustainable Small-Cap Core Account Bottom Five Contributors

 Azek’s stock underperformed on fears that rising rates will impact construction spending, and that it may have reached a near-term cyclical peak during the 
pandemic. We still like the company’s long-term prospects, supported in our view by its strong competitive position, steady market share gains, and improved 
operational efficiencies. We also view Azek’s acquisition of StruXure, which took place during the quarter, as well aligned with the company's long term 
strategy; StruXure's product lines are made from up to 50% recycled aluminum, and it has plans to leverage Azek's expertise in recycled material sourcing, 
operations, research and development, and material science. 

 TopBuild's stock was hit by concerns that demand may slow as interest rates move higher and the broader housing market cools. The company has not yet 
seen any slowdown and has a notable backlog, which we believe could help the business weather a soft patch. 

 Federal Signal’s fourth quarter results and first quarter 2022 guidance came in lower than expected; largely external issues, such as supply-chain disruption 
and lost labor productivity due to COVID, weighed on margins. Demand for its products is strong and its backlog was at a record high at quarter’s end. We 
believe that margins and free cash flow should improve during the second half of the year as productivity increases and recent pricing actions flow through. 

 AvidXchange fell along with other high-growth, non-earning companies. The company's guidance also slightly confused investors which led to some 
incremental weakness, though follow-up commentary cleared much of this confusion. We continue to believe this business has a long runway of success 
ahead.  

 IAA shares fell after the company announced that it would be losing more business from a former top customer. This relationship, which represented 15-20% of 
revenue two years ago, will likely shrink to less than 5% of IAA’s revenue now. Outside of this one loss, the automotive auctioneer has made modest gains from 
its initiatives to drive higher yield per vehicle; these initiatives include better tools for buyers, and an expansion of international customers who typically pay 
more per vehicle.



ADDITIONS

Source: FactSet. The information provided in this material is not intended to be and should not be considered to be a recommendation or suggestion to engage in or refrain from a particular course of action or to make or hold a 
particular investment or pursue a particular investment strategy, including whether or not to buy, sell, or hold any of the securities mentioned. It should not be assumed that investments in such securities have been or will be 
profitable. References to specific securities are for illustrative purposes only and do not represent all of the securities purchased, sold or recommended for advisory clients. The portfolio information provided is based on a 
representative Sustainable Small-Cap Core account and is provided as Supplemental Information. Sectors are based on the Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS) classification system. Please see disclosure statements at 
the end of this presentation for additional information and for a complete list of terms and definitions.

SYMBOL ADDITIONS GICS SECTOR

FATE Fate Therapeutics, Inc. Health Care

First Quarter 2022 Representative Sustainable Small-Cap Core Account Portfolio Activity

 FATE Therapeutics is leading the development of induced pluripotent stem 
cell (iPSC) NK cells for hematological malignancies. FATE’s cells have 
several advantages that should help them compete effectively against other 
cell therapies and cell engagers. We initiated a small position in the company 
as we believe there is a place for its safer, homogeneous, and more 
convenient dosing than CAR-Ts and engages in the treatment of lymphoma, 
leukemia, and myeloma. 



DELETIONS

Source: FactSet. The information provided in this material is not intended to be and should not be considered to be a recommendation or suggestion to engage in or refrain from a particular course of action or to make or hold a 
particular investment or pursue a particular investment strategy, including whether or not to buy, sell, or hold any of the securities mentioned. It should not be assumed that investments in such securities have been or will be 
profitable. References to specific securities are for illustrative purposes only and do not represent all of the securities purchased, sold or recommended for advisory clients. The portfolio information provided is based on a 
representative Sustainable Small-Cap Core account and is provided as Supplemental Information. Sectors are based on the Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS) classification system. Please see disclosure statements at 
the end of this presentation for additional information and for a complete list of terms and definitions.

SYMBOL DELETIONS GICS SECTOR

None

First Quarter 2022 Representative Sustainable Small-Cap Core Account Portfolio Activity

 There were no deletions from the portfolio during the quarter.
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SECTOR DIVERSIFICATION

Source: FactSet. The portfolio information provided is based on a Representative Sustainable Small-Cap Core Account and is provided as Supplemental Information. Sector diversification excludes cash and cash equivalents. Sectors 
are based on the Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS) classification system. Please see disclosure statements at the end of this presentation for additional information and for a complete list of terms and definitions.
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The views expressed are those of the author and Brown Advisory as of the date referenced and are subject to change at any time based on market or other 
conditions. These views are not intended to be and should not be relied upon as investment advice and are not intended to be a forecast of future events or a 
guarantee of future results. Past performance is not a guarantee of future performance and you may not get back the amount invested. The information provided in 
this material is not intended to be and should not be considered to be a recommendation or suggestion to engage in or refrain from a particular course of action or 
to make or hold a particular investment or pursue a particular investment strategy, including whether or not to buy, sell, or hold any of the securities mentioned. It 
should not be assumed that investments in such securities have been or will be profitable. To the extent specific securities are mentioned, they have been selected 
by the author on an objective basis to illustrate views expressed in the commentary and do not represent all of the securities purchased, sold or recommended for 
advisory clients. The information contained herein has been prepared from sources believed reliable but is not guaranteed by us as to its timeliness or accuracy, 
and is not a complete summary or statement of all available data. This piece is intended solely for our clients and prospective clients, is for informational purposes 
only, and is not individually tailored for or directed to any particular client or prospective client. 

All investments involve risk. The value of the investment and the income from it will vary. There is no guarantee that the initial investment will be returned.

ESG considerations that are material will vary by investment style, sector/industry, market trends and client objectives. The strategy seeks to identify companies 
that it believes may have desirable ESG outcomes, but investors may differ in their views of what constitutes positive or negative ESG outcomes. As a result, the 
strategy may invest in companies that do not reflect the beliefs and values of any particular investor. The strategy may also invest in companies that would 
otherwise be screened out of other ESG oriented funds. Security selection will be impacted by the combined focus on ESG assessments and forecasts of return 
and risk. The strategy intends to invest in companies with measurable ESG outcomes, as determined by Brown Advisory, and seeks to screen out particular 
companies and industries. Brown Advisory relies on First parties to provide data and screening tools. There is no assurance that this information will be accurate or 
complete or that it will properly exclude all applicable securities. Investments selected using these tools may perform differently than as forecasted due to the 
factors incorporated into the screening process, changes from historical trends, and issues in the construction and implementation of the screens (including, but not 
limited to, software issues and other technological issues). There is no guarantee that Brown Advisory’s use of these tools will result in effective investment 
decisions.

The Russell 2000® Index measures the performance of the small-cap segment of the U.S. equity universe. The Russell 2000 is a subset of the Russell 
3000®Index representing approximately 10% of the total market capitalization of that index. It includes approximately 2000 of the smallest securities based on a 
combination of their market cap and current index membership. The Russell 2000 Index is constructed to provide a comprehensive and unbiased small-cap 
barometer and is completely reconstituted annually to ensure larger stocks do not distort the performance and characteristics of the true small-cap opportunity set. 
“Russell®” and other service marks and trademarks related to the FTSE or Russell indexes are trademarks of the London Stock Exchange Group companies.

FactSet® is a registered trademark of Factset Research Systems, Inc.

Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS) and “GICS” are service makers/trademarks of MSCI and Standard & Poor’s.

Figures shown on sector diversification and quarterly attribution by detail slides may not total due to rounding.

DISCLOSURES
First Quarter 2022



All financial statistics and ratios are calculated using information from FactSet as of the report date unless otherwise noted. 

The Average Weight of a position or sector refers to the daily average for the period covered in this report of a stock’s value as a percentage of the portfolio. 

The Total Return of an equity security is the sum of the return from price movement and the return due to dividend payments or other sources of income. Standard 
benchmark-, sector- and portfolio-level returns are the sums of the weights of each security multiplied by its return, summed and calculated daily and summed over 
the period covered by the report or by an otherwise-noted period.

Allocation Effect measures the impact of the decision to allocate assets differently than those in the benchmark.

Free Cash Flow represents the cash a company generates after accounting for cash outflows to support operations and maintain its capital assets. Unlike earnings 
or net income, free cash flow is a measure of profitability that excludes the non-cash expenses of the income statement and includes spending on equipment and 
assets as well as changes in working capital from the balance sheet. 

Selection and Interaction Effect reflects the combination of selection effect and interaction effect. Selection effect measures the effect of choosing securities that 
may or may not outperform those of the benchmark. Interaction effect measures the effect of allocation and selection decisions (i.e., did we overweight the sectors 
in which we underperformed).

Total Effect reflects the combination of allocation, selection and interaction effects. Totals may not equal due to rounding.

Contribution To Return is calculated by multiplying a security’s beginning weight in the portfolio by the security’s return on a daily basis, and geometrically linking 
the return to the reporting period. 

Market Capitalization refers to the aggregate value of a company’s publicly traded stock. Statistics are calculated as follows: Weighted Average: the average of 
each holding’s market cap, weighted by its relative position size in the portfolio (in such a weighting scheme, larger positions have a greater influence on the 
calculation); Weighted Median: the value at which half the portfolio's market capitalization weight falls above and half falls below; Maximum and Minimum: the 
market caps of the largest and smallest companies, respectively, in the portfolio. 

TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
First Quarter 2022



SUSTAINABLE SMALL-CAP CORE COMPOSITE
Brown Advisory

1. *For the purpose of complying with the GIPS standards, the firm is defined as Brown Advisory Institutional, the Institutional and Balanced Institutional asset management divisions of Brown Advisory. As of July 1, 2016, the firm was redefined to exclude the
Brown Advisory Private Client division, due to an evolution of the three distinct business lines.

2. Sustainable Small Cap Core Composite (the Composite) is composed of all discretionary portfolios which invest primarily in the common stocks of U.S. small and medium market capitalization companies. Using both fundamental research & proprietary ESG
analysis, the strategy takes a tax-sensitive approach to managing a concentrated portfolio of high-conviction companies while seeking to outperform the Russell 2000 Index over the long term.

3. ESG considerations that are material will vary by investment style, sector/industry, market trends and client objectives. The strategy seeks to identify companies that it believes may have desirable ESG outcomes, but investors may differ in their views of what
constitutes positive or negative ESG outcomes. As a result, the strategy may invest in companies that do not reflect the beliefs and values of any particular investor. The strategy may also invest in companies that would otherwise be screened out of other ESG
oriented funds. Security selection will be impacted by the combined focus on ESG assessments and forecasts of return and risk. The strategy intends to invest in companies with measurable ESG outcomes, as determined by Brown Advisory, and seeks to
screen out particular companies and industries. Brown Advisory relies on First parties to provide data and screening tools. There is no assurance that this information will be accurate or complete or that it will properly exclude all applicable securities.
Investments selected using these tools may perform differently than as forecasted due to the factors incorporated into the screening process, changes from historical trends, and issues in the construction and implementation of the screens (including, but not
limited to, software issues and other technological issues). There is no guarantee that Brown Advisory’s use of these tools will result in effective investment decisions.

4. The Composite creation date is August 31, 2017. The Composite inception date is July 1, 2017.
5. The benchmark is the Russell 2000® Index. The Russell 2000® Index measures the performance of the small-cap segment of the U.S. equity universe. The Russell 2000® Index is a small-cap stock market index of the bottom 2,000 stocks in the Russell 3000

Index. The Russell 2000® Index and FTSE Russell® are trademarks/service marks of the London Stock Exchange Group companies. An investor cannot invest directly into an index. Benchmark returns are not covered by the report of the independent verifiers.
6. The composite dispersion presented is an equal-weighted standard deviation of portfolio gross returns calculated for the accounts in the Composite for the entire calendar year period. The composite dispersion is not applicable (N/A) for periods where there

were five or fewer accounts in the Composite for the entire period.
7. Gross-of-fees performance returns are presented before management fees but after all trading commissions. Net-of-fee performance returns reflect the deduction of actual management fees and all trading commissions. Certain accounts in the Composite pay

asset-based custody fees that include commissions. For these accounts, gross and net returns are also net of custody fees. Other expenses can reduce returns to investors. The standard management fee schedule is as follows: 0.85% on all assets with a
minimum account size of $250,000. Further information regarding investment advisory fees is described in Part II A of the firm’s form ADV. Actual fees paid by accounts in the Composite may differ from the current fee schedule.

8. The three-year annualized ex-post standard deviation measures the variability of the Composite (using gross returns) and the benchmark for the 36-month period ended on December 31. The three-year annualized standard deviation is not presented as of
December 31, 2017, December 31, 2018 and December 31, 2019 because 36 month returns for the Composite were not available (N/A).

9. Valuations and performance returns are computed and stated in U.S. dollars. All returns reflect the reinvestment of income and other earnings.
10. A complete list of composite descriptions and broad distribution and limited distribution pooled funds is available upon request.
11. Policies for valuing investments, calculating performance, and preparing GIPS Reports are available upon request.
12. Past performance is not indicative of future results.
13. This piece is provided for informational purposes only and should not be construed as a research report, a recommendation or suggestion to engage in or refrain from a particular course of action or to make or hold a particular investment or pursue a particular

investment strategy, including whether or not to buy, sell or hold any of the securities mentioned, including any mutual fund managed by Brown Advisory.

Year
Composite Total 

Gross Returns (%)
Composite Total 
Net Returns (%)

Benchmark 
Returns (%)

Composite 
3-Yr Annualized

Standard 
Deviation (%)

Benchmark 3-
Yr Annualized

Standard 
Deviation (%)

Portfolios in 
Composite at 
End of Year

Composite 
Dispersion 

(%)

Composite
Assets 

($USD Millions)*

GIPS Firm 
Assets 

($USD Millions)*
2020 25.8 25.3 20.0 23.7 25.3 33 1.2 16 59,683
2019 36.2 35.6 25.5 N/A N/A 6 N/A 5 42,426
2018 -5.8 -6.3 -11.0 N/A N/A Five or fewer N/A 1 30,529

YTD 2017** 9.8 9.6 9.2 N/A N/A Five or fewer N/A 0.1 33,155

Brown Advisory Institutional claims compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS®) and has prepared and presented this report in compliance with the GIPS standards. Brown Advisory Institutional has been independently verified for the
periods from January 1, 1993 through December 31, 2020. The Verification reports are available upon request. A firm that claims compliance with the GIPS standards must establish policies and procedures for complying with all the applicable requirements of the
GIPS standards. Verification provides assurance on whether the firm's policies and procedures related to composite and pooled fund maintenance, as well as the calculation, presentation, and distribution of performance, have been designed in compliance with the
GIPS standards and have been implemented on a firm-wide basis. Verification does not provide assurance on the accuracy of any specific performance report. GIPS® is a registered trademark of CFA Institute. CFA Institute does not endorse or promote this
organization, nor does it warrant the accuracy or quality of the content contained herein.

**Return is for period July 1, 2017 through December 31, 2017.
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